
CONTEMPORARY INDIAN Af{T 

THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS, LONDON 

FESTIVAL OF INDIA - 1982 

This is a detailed re lJOrt of the Cont~mporary Indian 

Art Exhibi;tion held at the Royal Academy of Arts, Burlington House, 

Piccadilly, London. The · exhibition was divided into two parts of 

three weeks each as the allotted gallery space was found to be inad

equate for the large exhibition planned f9r the occasion. The first 

part of the exhibition titled The Gesture, and Motif was inaugurated 

on SeptemberJ 16 and continued upto October 5. The second part 

titled Stories, Situation& opened on October 8 and Jinished on October 

31, 1982. 

I PRELIMINARY PREPARATIONS 

The Visu,al Art Committee ( a sub-committee of the Indian 

Advisory Co!l;lmittee, Festival of India ) consisting of Mr. Richard 

Bartholomew, Ms. Geeta Kapur and Mr. Akbar Padamsee started 

full-scale work on the exhibition i!l July 1981. Following a series of 

meetings in Delhi and Bombay a list .of artists (45 in all) was drawn up. 

Invitations for participation were se'll:t out in October 1981. As the 

Commissioners had decided to select. not only the artists but also ind

ividual exhibits it entailed several m~nths of further correspondence 

to investigate and book specific yvorks. Once the final selection was made 

( 133 works, including paj_ntings, sculptures and graphics) a complet_e 

documentation was undertaken. This included catalogue information, 

photographs and transparencies. This work was completed in June 1982·. 

The Lalit Kala Akademi which had been requested to provide the 

institutional base for the exhibition was now entrusted with the respon

sibility of negotiating the insurance and loan agreements with the owners 

of selected works. The works were then collected by the Akademi in 

Delhi and made ready for despatch to London during August. The crates, 
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49 in all, were 9arried by Air India and arrived in London between 

September 8-11, 1982. 

II PUBLICATIONS : 

We printed 3000 catalogues, 3000 publicity folders and 

2000 + 2000 posters for the two- part exhibition. 

The catalogue, it was decided, would be printed by Vakils 

in Bombay. The design was entrusted t9 Ms. Zehra Tyabji. 

Geeta Kapur was asked to write the text, collect material and'look 

after the production of the catalogue. 

The 99 page catalogue consisted 9f 70 illustrations 

(22 in colour and the rest in black and white),_ a text of 5000 words, 

portraits and short biographies of the artists, and arl ihtlex of 

illustrations. This material was put together, desigl}ed and proofed 

between January and June ; the catalogue was printed, bound and 

ready by August 15, 1982. 

The publicity folqer, carrying necessary information 

about the two-part exhibition, 4 colour and 8 black and white repr

od\lctions, was also printed at Vakils. This was in hand by August 

15, as well. 

In addition two posters, one for each part of the exhibition, 

were designed by lVIr. Gopi Gajwani and printeq by Thomson Press, 

New Delhi. We received these on September 5, 

III PUBLICITY IN LONDON: 

We undertook to collect from various sources the names 

and addresses of about 600 persons in England connected with cont

emporary art. (There was a supp).ementary li~t for Europe and th,e 

U.S. A.) The list included artists, art-critics,. and art historians, 
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persons connected with rnajor art organisations, with mus-eums 

and galleries. This turned out to be an impressive compilation 

and ~~ood us in good stead on various occasions. Our counterparts 

in ;Britain found it remarkable because a consolidated list of this 

kind. i,s. n~t readily available even with them. 

During the month of August we sent our publicity folders to 

all these people. Some folders were sent out :l.n batches for 'further 

distribution and thus we reached approximately 1000 people abroad. 

About 200 of these carried personal letters many of which were 

writteh by ~l.i.ng_artists. The inteqtion was that the publicity, 

begun a month in advance of the exhibition, should establish personal 

contacfs wherever possible. The success of this effort was apparent 

in the number and variety of people --:Nho attended the events conn

ected with the exhibition and especially in that the gatherings were 

never anonymous. This in particular was appreciated by everyone 

present. 

About a 100 catalogues were sent in· advance to selected inst

itutions and individuals including art critics, Counting the catal

ogues that were distributed in the course of the exhibition and later 

posted to artists and art historians in Europe and the U ?. s~.A~. , we 

reckon that by the end of the exhibition about 1200 persons should 

have had the catalogue in hand . The catalogue will now be on sale 

in India and seeing the demand forlthould sell o~t rapidly. 

" 
The two posters were posted from Ldndon to 700 addresses 

obtained fron1 the Royal Academy of Arts. This list included art 

schools, museums ?.nd galleri~s, university libraries and community 

centres all over Br~tain. 

\ 
Part one of the exhibition was installed with the help of the 

work force at the Royal Academy between SeptemlJffr 13 and 16 .• 



The inaug\}ration, on the evening, of September 16, had as its Guest 

of Honou,r, the Earl of Harewood, organi.ser of thE; famous Edinburgh 

Festival, Director of the National Opera, London, and a long time 

admirer of Indian art. 

We sent about 800 invitation cards. The list we had compi).ed 

in India was supplemented by that of the Indian High Commission, 

the Festival Trust and the Royal Acaderr1y. 

The reception held at the Royal Academy was organised by 

the High Commission in collaboration with Veeraswamy's Restaurant 

-- the guests were served wine and snacks. During the course of 

the three hour reception we received about 450 gu~sts. The gathering, 

we were repeatedly told by our British colleagues, was by any stand

ards spectacular. It included a large number of the major art person

alities in the English art scene. 

The follo·wing day there was the Press View invitations for 

which were sent by the Royal Academy. It is estimated that more 

than a 100 press people -- representatives of a variety of publications 

--saw the exhibition. collected photographs ahd other information. 

The Private View for which too the Royal Academy had sent out invit

ations followed in the a!ternoon and we received a large number of 

visitors, mostly Friends of the Royal Academy. 

At the cl,ose of the first part of the exhibition the High Commission, 

at our request, organised a small lunch party so that the Indian artists 

present in London should be able to meet a select group of English 

artists and criticp. (The Indian artists who were in London at the time: 

Akbar Paqamsee, Krishen Khanna, Bal Chhabda, Manu Parekh, Vivan 

Sundaram, Dhruva Mistry ). 

The first part 9f the exhibition was brought . qown and the se~ond 

part installed between October 5-8. On October 8, a general Press 

View was followed by a special lunch. In the evening the exhibition 

', 
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opened with an inaugural reception similar to the first one and to 

every one's amazement and delight the gathering was as large and 

impressive as OIJ. the first occasion. Th~ Guest of Honour was 

Sir Hugh Casson; a well known architect, erstwhile Professor at 

the Royal College of Art and now President of the Royal Academy. 

He made a short speech expressing his admiration for the works 

on display. 

At the close of the exhibition another reception of about 50 

people was organised by us in the galleries. This had the }specific 

purpose of brining, in some of those artists and critics who, for one 

reason or another, had been unable to come to the show until then. 

Sir Hugh also gave a special luncheon after the exhibition 

during which he again spok~ words of appreciation about the exhibition, 

its organisation and qua-lity, emphasising how happy the Royal Academy 

had been to hold the exhibition on its premises. 

The well known . c~rator, Norman RosenthaL who is also 

incha.:ge of the major exhibition programme of the Royal Academy, 

confessed that this 1very beautifulu exhibition had duly corrected 

the prejudice which is so frequent in the West regarding contemporary 

Indian art, From the rest of the RA staff, headed by Ms. Ahhette 

Bradshaw, we recel.ved the fullest cooperation throughout. 

V ATTENDANCE AT THE EXHIBI'riON : 

The exhibition was in the Diploma Galleries (so named because 

here they regularly show works from the RA beside putting up a 

series of exhibitions relq.tively smaller to those in the main gall- \ 

eries) which are on the tl}ird floor of the Royal Academy. We had 

feared there may be some J.,oss of visitors ; we found however that 

the galleries, though small, formed a nice space and were in no way 

inaccessible. Our exhibifion was very prominently announced on the 
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premises of Burlington House. Against its Piccadilly frontage a 

row of Indian flags, interspersed with the British, hung from tall 

staffs, and along the railings our posters alternated with posters 

of the other important exhibitions at the RA~_ As you entered the 

courtyard large display boards fitted into the arcade of the portico 

met your attention as also more of our posters which were placed. 

thereon at strategic places, inside the foyer and in the restaurant, 

to guide the visitors u~o the galleries. 

A rough calculation based on the signp.tures in the Visitors 

Book plus guests at the inaugural receptions, Press and Private 

Views suggest$ that about 4500 people c'Pm.e to see the exhibition 

during its six week run. 

But more than the sheer numbers we should like to be able 

to convey an idea of the kind of people who visited the exhibition. 

And the only way is to name some of the best known among thetn. 

This information may also be useful for future reference. 

Of the artists' f<;:>r example' onE1 might mention Joseph Hermann, 

Matt~, Howard Hodgl}in, John HoyJand, Patrick 9aulfield, .Philip 

Kin&, Anthony Green, John Davies, Peter Kinley, Ken Kiff, Michael 

Cra~- Martin, David Medella, Alexander Moffat, Maggie Rambling. ,. 

Art historians long associated with Indian art came to th~ 

shows frequently. This includ~s Robert Skelton, Philip Rawson, 

Richard Lannoy, Simon Digby, Partha Mitter. At the same time 

professors/ authors of major works on western art such as Sir Roland 

Penrose, Norbert Lynton, Lawrence Gowing, John Golding, Peter, de 

Francia and John Willet, · were also our guests and made very fine, 

seriously considered, con1ments on the exhibition. 

Most of the art critics who write for the newspapers came 

as a matter of course ; ·in addition many independent critics who are 
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in a s .ense more interesting came and responded to the exhibition. 

This in.cludes Pierre Ret?tnay (fr om France), Richard Cork, Timothy 

Hyman, Toni del Ren~io, Guy Brett and,Rasheed Araeen ; also John 

Spurling, Paul Overy, Andrew Brighton, Sarah Kent,- Jack Newmann, 

Judy Marlei The ·editors of the three n1ost important art magazines, 

Peter Townsend (Art Monthly ) i Jarr1es Faure Walk.er(Artscribe) and 

Liza Tickner (Block) also came.. In addition several correspondents 

from the BBC visited .. 

Joanna Drew, the head of the visual arts programme of the 

Arts Council of Great Britain was one of the most supportive figures 

throughout the exhibitio~. Other kno~n members of the Arts Council 

like Catherine Lampert, Sue Grayson, Hugh Shaw visited frequently 

and the entire outfit of the British Council Fine Arts Section came. 

Sandy ~airn~ fr,om the ICA, David Elliott from the Mu~eum 

of Moabtn Art, Oxford, and Sue Grayson of the Serpentive Gallery ; 

membe:r_s of the Ta!e and the Whitecqapel Galleries~ ~~presentatives 

of independent galleries like I{asmin, Waddington etc., visited tjle 

exhibition, So:tn~ of the British art pat;rons like Lord Harewo6d, 

Sir Hugh Casson, Slr Anthony Lousada, Lady Linda Puffreih and 

Sit- Michael Walker, Chairman of the Festival Ti'ust, came as weli• 

Apart from those directly Jcontlected with tHe British art scene 

we had visitors from other areas j lilts tqe ptJet Nikds Stangos, Editor 

of the Art Section in Than1es an9 Hudson, \Vho liked the exhibition 

very much ; and David Gotthard, theatre director distinguished for 

his activities at the Riverside Studios who was most enthusiastic_. 

Naseem Khan connected with the multi-cultural projects in Britain 

came as, did several Indian and Pakistani writers including Salman 

Rushdie, who visited frequently. Indian artists resident in London 

all visited the sho\vs ._ 
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What is perhaps most important is that a regular stream 

of art students came to the sh9w, sometimes from outside London. 

Occasionally we were amused, and touched, to see young art students 

copying in their drawing books some work or other from the exhibition, 

often _ they asked how they could get scholarships to art schoois in 

India ! In many cases these visits were initiated by their artist

tutors who felt that it would be useful for their students . to see cont

emporary Indian art. This initiative was usually connected with a 

request that a slide lecture and discussion be organised at the art 

school. 

VI VISIT,ORS TO LONpON A~D THE LECTUR-E PR\)GRAMME 

It was decided that a fev1 of the participating artfsts should 

be preserit for a time duJ:ing the exhibition and that they should be 

asked to lecture while they were abroad • . · 

On the decision of the Chairman, Mrs. -Jay*ar, Richard 
- . 

Bartholom~w and Gee~p. Kapur were asked to be :-in ;LqndOJ?-: to loo.k 

after the .orga,ni~ational part of the exhibition ; Akbar Padamsee, 

· -the ,third Commissioner, was invited to be _present ~n his capacity 
. ' ; ' • . • ;" ' I ~' • 

as an artist in addit_ion to which K. G. Subramanyan, . J. Swaminathan, 

Krishen Khanna, Gclam, Mohamm~~ ~heikh and Vi;,an S~daram were 

invited to go. As it h~ppened K~_ G~_ Subramanyan crtnd :J. Swaminathan, 

were specially requested by the Chairman to participate in a seminar 

in London during July and therefore they could not participate in, the 

events around tne contemporary exhibition in September. (This, we 

note regretfully, was a major loss.). 

The invited artists agreed to associate themselves with certain 

aspects of the exhibition. Krishen Khanna c·ontacted a large number of 

people including art patrons and BBC programmers in advance of the 

exhibition and then undertook to do several interviews and a lecture 

• 
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while in London. Gulam Sheikh 9rganized, through extended corresp

ondence with British institutions, an impressive :J.ecture programme 

for the visiting Indian artists (inviting in addition, three British f. 
critics ~ecture on our behalf). He himself delivered a series~ 
lectures in Britain. Viva!) Sundaram compiled the elaborate list 

of names and addresses mentioned already and on that basis planned 

the publicity campaign. In London he participated in the lecture 

programme • 

Once the exhibition got going the lectures far exceeded the 

initial plan. The programme is given below in summary form. We 

should add that on each occasion there were ample gatherings and 

almost always some discussion. 

Lecture Progran1me 

Oct 2, 1982 
The Serpentine Gallery, 

(London 

Oct 6 
Exetor Art College, 
Devon 

Oct 10 
River side Studios, 
London 

Oct 12 
The R.oyal College of 
Art, London. 

Krishen Khanna: The Britisp. Re~ponse 
to Indian Art. 

Akbar Padamse~: The Rasa S!utra ~nd 
the 1\tlodern Sensibility. 

A full day discussion about shared 
concerns between Indian artists from 
India and Indian/Pakistani writers 
living in London. 

Some of the perfi)ons present 
(,/.-

Salman Rushdie, Farr¢nkh Dhondi, 
Homi Bhabha, R'asheed Araeen ; 
Vivan Sundaram, Sudhir Patwardhan, 
Gulam Sheikh, Geeta Kapur. 

A slide lecture on Indian art and a 
discussion between Indian artists and 
artists and art students at the RCA. 

Some of the people pre sent : 



Oct 16 
The Serpentine Gallery 

Oct 17 
The Tate Gallery 
London. 

Oct 20 
The Slade School of Art.,.. 
University of London. 

Oct 22 
The Ruskin School of 
Drawing & Painting, 
Oxford. 

Oct 24 
The Serpentine Gallery 

Oct 25 
Museum of Modern Art, 
Oxford 

Oct 28 
The Slade School of Art 

Nov4 
The Vict'oria and Albert 
Museum, London, 
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Peter de Francia, Ken Kiff, John 
Golding ; Gulam Sheikh, Geeta. Kapu.r', 
Vi~.r2.i-l Sundaram, Sudhir Patwardhan, 
and E Dhruva Mistry. 

Viva~ Sundaram: The Commonplace 
.§Ll'l Fabulous ¥/orlds/Recent Painting 
in India. 

Geeta KaQllr : Wi~ Craft and Colour: 
Some aspects of In ian art. 

Richard Lannoy., : The Speaking Tree 
and the Voices of Silence: A scrap
book for the '8Os. 

SyxYJposium on modern Indian art: 
Chairman, Parth'a Mitter ; part1cipants 
Tjmothy Hyman, Ho:rbi Bhabha, Gulam 
Sheikh, Geeta Kapur, Vivan Sundaram. 

An1 -:Jng those present were the art · 
historian/ critics David Elliot, Andrew 
Brighton and Jainie Anderson. 

Timothy Hyman: A Perspective on 
lVI:odern Indian Art. 

Philip Rawson: Th~ Numinous Image in 
Indian Art. 

Gulam ~ohammed Sheikh : Sienese 
Painting, Indian Ni .. 11iatures and 
Contemporary Art. 

Gu.lam Mohammed Sheikh: The $ igni
fic_~nce of the Hamza Name in Contemp
or ar_y_Painting .. 

In addition Gulam Sheikh gave slide lectures at the Royal College, 

St. Martins, and Bym Shaw art scqools in London ; and outside London 

at art
5
$chools in Exeter, Corsham, V.folvorhampton and in Cheltnaham~ 

Vivan Sundar ami gave slide lecture:: i;:-... Bym Shaw, Corsham, Glasgow 

and Winchester art fc hools. 
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VII RESPONSE IN THE ME.DIA : 

On September 12, 198 2, The Sunday Times Magazine carr~ed 

a three-page full colour feature on contemporary Indian art with 8 

reproductions of paintings and a short write-up by the critic, Paddy 

Kitchen. The feature announced the Royal Academy shows with 

necessary details.. A colour feature , like this is regarded by any 

· major .exhibition in Britain as superb coverage. 

v.,r e, on our part t put in classified .and display advetisements 

of the .exhibition in The Gua.rdiall! The Times, The Sunday Times, 

·Time ·Out and Art Monthly. Short notices about the exhibition appeared 

in several magazines tha:t feature cultural events in London. 

The first part of the exhibition was covered by most of the 

national dailies like The Times, The Sunday Times, The · Observer 

and the Sunday Telegraph. The reviews were of varying lengths ; 

several of them reproduced works from the exhibition. In addition 

to these the exhibition was covered by the Evening Standard, Morning 

Star, City Limits, The Spectator, The Festival Review carried two 

features _with pictures from the c:xhibition. 

During the first part there 'Nere several radio programmes. 

Philip Rawson reviewed the exhibition in very enthusiastic terms in 

one of the most in1portant BBC prog l~ammes titled Kalaides_cope. 

There was a round-table discussion in another major BBC programme 

titled Critics r Forum. 

chaired the programme. 

.John Spurling, the critic of the New Statesman, 
~ . 

K.rishen Khanna was interview by the L. B. C. 
1\ 

Radio ; Geeta Kapur was interv'~ewed by the BBC· overseas programme ; 

Gulam Sheikh and K.rishen K.han'na featured in Indian language programmes 

of the BBC .. 

The. number of reviews for the second part were fewer as far 

as the national dailies were conCerned -- this was partially expected 
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as the newspaper editor s are unwilling to give space twice within 

a period of a month to what they con~ider a continuous exhibition • 

. But.or:i;tics .of The Sunday Telegraph, Evening Standard and Morning 

_ Star covered the second exhibition substantially; there were prief 
i 

'. references in the othe·r papers and continuous announce.:r:nent of the 

exhibition as well as cf tr~e lecture programme in culturaLsolumps 

of various magazines. 

vVhat part tvJo of the exhibition lost in terms· of: the <;lailies 
. . . . ... -- ... ~ ~ --· -... 

was more than ·made up in the art journals which prefe:r to .t~~~ : t~.:r.ne 

and commission longer articles on exhibitions they c·~nsid.q_fimportant. 

The Arts Review reproduc~ a painting from the exhibition on its 

cover and carried i·nside an interview and pictures of Krishen Khanna 

as well as an exhibition review" ~.rt Monthly carried a two page 

.review and r~productions of the exhibition by a brilliant young writer, 

Homi Bhabha, and Arts~ribe ~>lrrieq a long retrospective review 

of the exhibition by the famous author, Richard Lannoy. 

There have been varying opinions about the coverage of the 

exhibition in the ~ritish press. lH one extreme there was a sense 

of disappointment, even bitterness, about the fact that the critics 

o'f the national dailies should have reviewed the exhibition in so 

brief and cursory a manner. Several of our most sympathetic British 

·colleagues felt however that taking into account the totai coverage of 

the exhibition we should hardly be disple ::-t.sed. Not . many contemporary 

art exhibitiohs in Britairi ' 1eceive a consistent coverage, leave alone 

unifOr1nly laudatory comni ents. 
t 

It is perhaps sorrvewhere b~tween these two positions that 

our own reckoning restl The eve~day British .press is not known 

to be enthusiastic or adventurous over niatters of culture outside ! . 
I 

their familiar domain .. : ~s it happened the Festival, which had gone 

on for ·s1x months, had c(lready drained their resources on India 

\ 
; 
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(We should remember that the same critics cover all aspect of the 

visual arts from ancient to folk to modern). But in fairness it should 

be added that we are just introducing the range of contemporary 

Indian art to the British viewers and the media anywhere follows 

informed opinion rather than taking real initiative, unless of course 

the event has an obviously glan1orous or controversial appeal. . As 

a matter of fact, we often heard the reasonable complaint that the 

three exhibitions of contemporary art in the course of the Festival 

should have somehow been conceived together - a comment which 

shows a genuine desire to get a comprehensive picture of Indian art. 
e-x. -l-£71L-il!J.Q.. 

This serious attitude was clearly reflec~~d in the more set itJlls 

reviews. 

Indeed, those of us who witnessed the over all response to 

the show feel that while the reviews have their place an undue 

emphasis on them betrays 2.n anxiety which is hardly worthwhile. 

We no longer seek recognition or praise but a critical. dialogue 

with our Western counterparts, and this seldom happens in newspapers. 

It did decidedly take place on several occasions during the exhibition 

and with some of the most interesting artists and writers on the 

English art scene. 

In any case for those who are interested the press clippings 
I 

along with a photqgraphl.c record are now placed with the Lalit I<ala 

Akademi Library, New Delhi. 

VIII THE END OF THE EX-HIBITION : 

The exhibition ; came to a close on October 31, 1982. It was 

packed by the RA Staff. in the following week and the crates were 

handed over to the British clearing agents. Unfortunately Air India, 

which was to bring back the consignment, could not do so immediately 

because of a backload of Festival exhibits. There were some further 
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delays at the Delhi airport. The majority of the works were however 

. r~~urifed to their owners within the stipulated six month period of 

the loan agreement. 
~ 

' · • · ' · · ·We should like at the close of the exhibition to express our 

deep gratitude to Mrs. Jayakar, Chairman Advisory Committee, 

Festival of India, for her unfailing support and generosity. The 

late Mr. Nirmal Jeet Singh, Coordinator of the Festival Committee, 

was crucial in the early planning of the exhibition. This included 

some specific projects like the issuing of stamps on contemporary 

art by tl:le P & T Department. (Two stamps were issued of paintings 

by M. F ~ Husain and S. H. Raza to coincide with th~ Festival exhibition 

in London.) After his sad · passing away in March, we worked with the 
' . 

late Mr. Ramadorai who was then appointed Director General, and with 

Mr. H. S. Jassal, the new Coordinator who helped us in every way 

throughout the rest of the time. lVIr. N. N. Desai, Minister of Press 

at 'the Indian High Commission, London, who was handling the Festival 

activities there, was extremely cooperative during the period of the 

exhibition in London. 

Credit and special thanks are owed to Vakils, Bombay~ for 

their beautiful printing job and to Thomson Press, Delhi, as also to 

_the designers Ms Zehra _Tyabi and Mr. Go pi Gajwani who helped to 

make our publications so elegant. 

At the institutional level it was the Lalit Kala Akademi which 
·""\ 

provided the space, the administrative frame work, and the technical 
'-"' 

expertise to ·undertake the task. To the Chair1nan Mr. Hebbar, and 

to the staff and workers of the Lalit Kala Akademi, we express our 

deep gratitude. 
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The consignments of crates was carried free of charge 

by Air India. In London the Festival Cell at the Indian High 

G9n~:q1ission handled several events connected with the exhibition 

with remarkable promptitude. We have already expressed our 

.appreciation of the President and staff of the Royal Academy for 

their pleasant cooperation. 

The exhibition depends finally on the generosity of the 

artists and the owners of the selected exhibits. To them we 

express our deep gratitude. 

A REPORT FROM THE COMMISSIONERS: 

P:repared by Geeta Kapur. 
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